
Music
Listed below are the songs, poems, speech pieces and literature that we used in Third Grade to
learn musical concepts.

Rhythm
Good Times on Grandfather Mountain………………………………………….Briggs Martin
The students learned many instrument parts for this story.  In order to play the different
instrument parts the students needed to learn to read the music and figure out the rhythm and
pitches for each part.

Form
Fireflies……………………………………………………………..……………………..…. Owl City
Form was our focus with this song.  After we learned about verse, chorus/refrain and bridge we
created a movement each section with a flashlight routine.

Harmony
Shanty Boys…………………………………………………….Traditional Michigan Folk Song
The students did a great job learning about major and minor chords with this song.  After
learning to build and play the chords the students sang the song.  The students also learned
about more of Michigan’s rich history with this song.

Meter
We worked on a special project using form and meter.  Meter is the way that the beats are
organized within a piece of music.  We began the project by learning passing games to different
songs.  Depending on the form and the meter of the song our passing pattern changed.
-                      Obo Asi Me Nsa- Duple Meter
-                      The Star Spangled Banner- Triple meter, A, B and C sections
-                      Take Five- Meter of five beats

The students also took an assessment this semester in music.  It was on identifying ten different
notes and rests. Collectively the students did very well on this assessment and we will continue
to read notes in the future.  If you have questions on how your child did on this assessment.
Please feel free to contact me.

Special Note Regarding Middle School Music: When the students enter a Portage Public
School (PPS) middle school they are required to take band, choir or orchestra as an elective
their sixth grade year.  PPS requires that any student who will be playing percussion in the band
first have two years of piano lessons as preparation. Students must also demonstrate a strong
sense of rhythm and, demonstrate a steady pulse/tempo. If your child would like to play
percussion in middle school and hasn’t already started piano lessons, now is the time to start.  If
you have any additional questions regarding this policy please direct them to your son or
daughter’s middle school band teacher.



We have had a great time discovering and learning together. I have really enjoyed teaching
music to your child. Please feel free to contact me if there are questions regarding the
curriculum or the district benchmarks. Thank you for this opportunity to work with your child and
I look forward to the musical adventures in learning that we will have next year!
Have a musical summer!

Michele Helner
Music Educator
323-6623
mhelner@portageps.org


